SERVICE GUIDE
Transforming weddings into celebrations where you
can live your grandest moments.

Whether you have a plan in mind for every detail from the moment
we first meet or you would prefer us to guide you every step of the
way, we believe in curating celebrations that blur the lines between
all you thought possible and completely lovely.
At G.G. Events, we offer innovative planning, design, and event
management to couples in Jacksonville, Amelia Island, Orlando, St.
Augustine, and beyond who are seeking a wedding day partner
who has a love for details and an appreciation for expertly planned
logistics. Together, we will find inspiration to transform your day
into one that pushes creative boundaries while always honoring
the relationships you share together and with your family and
friends.
At the end of your day when your marriage journey together is
only beginning, we want you to look back on every moment and
relive each with a single thought: today was unforgettable.
Let us transform your event into a grand experience for you, your
love, and your guests. Let us welcome you to G.G. Events.

PLANNING
At G.G. Events, we believe planning is an art. And, the best artistic
expressions occur when you work with a team who has your best
interests at heart from start to finish.
From finding the perfect venue and discovering the best wedding
professionals for your day and personalities, to financial
management, strategic logistics, and every detail in between, our
full planning package is designed for those who wish to experience
our complete process.
Whether you are planning your celebration from Florida or abroad,
let us advise you from the moment you become engaged until the
final gift is packed away at the end of your wedding night.
Allow us to create a spectacular event in your honor.
Investment: $5,000

DESIGN
Aesthetic is the tangible piece that allows your event to come alive.
Let’s uncover how your style can influence your design to create a
wedding day that is unequivocally you.
For years, our clients have relied on our discerning eye for details
to pull together beautiful, cohesive, grand, and memorable events.
We pour over florals, textures, color palettes, stationery, and more
to curate plans that allow us to elevate the things you love into
wedding day moments that speak to your unique taste and style.
Design creates the environment you and your guests experience
together. What will your wedding day space say about you?
Let us create it.
Investment: $2,500

EVENT
MANAGEMENT
If you have heard of “day of” or “month of” coordination, you have already
heard of event management!
We take a cohesive approach to planning the final details of your wedding
day with you. Together, we will pour over the contracts you have already
signed, make final recommendations for you to consider from our
exclusive vendor list, create your wedding day timeline, and manage your
day from start to finish once your celebration arrives. We also include
detailed checklists and access to our online program for concise and
organized project management so we can always remain on the same
page.
Allow us to handle every detail big and small while you enjoy the stressfree bliss of experiencing every moment of your wedding day. Event
management is the service every wedding day needs.
Investment: $1,500

Hello Lovelies!
I am Terri Gilbreath , owner and lead planner of G.G. Events. I have
had the pleasure of working in the wedding industry for 18 year+. I
love a great party and have been privileged with planning some of
the best events in town.
We want to help you bridge the gap between all you thought
possible and a completely lovely event. If you are ready for the next
step in planning a fun and unique event, contact us at
terri@ggevents.net
or
(904) 318.4334
We offer a free consultation by appointment and would love to
enjoy a glass of bubbly with you at our office.
Want to see more of our events? Go to our website
www.ggevents.net, follow us on Instagram @ggeventsjax or
Facebook at G.G. Events

